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For fans of Gone Girl and The Girl on the Train A chilling suspense story of wounded hearts and
dark secrets. Washed up on the beach, she can&apos;t remember who she is. She can&apos;t
even remember her name. Turns out, she has a perfect life - friends and family eager to fill in the
blanks. But why are they lying to her? What don&apos;t they want her to remember? When you
don&apos;t even know who you are, how do you know who to trust?
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INITIAL THOUGHTSI loved Shalini's Outside series and really enjoyed her writing style, but that
was my favourite genre. This one is described as a chilling suspense, not the type of genre I would
usually choose. Still looking forward to reading as I consider myself a Shalini Boland
fan"THOUGHTS WHILST READING8.0%"How will the missing young woman know who she really
is? How can she go "back to her life" when she doesn't remember who she is."8.0%"So her
boyfriend has come forward to "claim her" like a lost umbrella?"38.0%"As more about her and her
life is revealed Mia seems to dislike herself and her life even more"75.0%"So maybe Mia's

"accident" wasn't actually an accident at all?"83.0%"Wow I didn't see that one coming!"REVIEWI
received a free e-arc copy of this book directly from the author in exchange for my honest
review.The cover is a view underwater, there is a female deep under the surface. I love the mushy
blue colour used on the cover and the fact the title and the authors name are in varying shades of
the same colour. There's a great byline on the cover too, which says "The more she remembers,
The less she wants to know". It really fits the book well.Would the cover make me pick this one up
from a bookstore shelf? Yes, I think the cover catches your attention and encourages you to think
about the girl, why she is under the water etc.So the main character is. . . well to begin with we don't
really know who she is and neither does she either! hence the title "The Girl From The Sea".
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